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News from your Board of Directors 
                     

   Message from: President Kevin Crouse - KCrouse@hhimr.com                                     

As the new board, we recognize all the effort and hard work put in by the previous boards. We 
are all working towards the same goals of ensuring the sustainability and the growth of our 
little “piece of paradise”. 
 
We are most fortunate to have the opportunity to serve as trustees for this very beautiful 
resort. Our challenge is to continue to make it the most desirable RV resort in the country. To 
accomplish that goal, we must: 

 Work as a team to improve the efficacy of board meetings and work sessions. To 
ensure a broader participation among owners, we must establish an expected level 
of civility at all Resort meetings overseen by the Board. 

 Make our work more open and accessible to all members through enhanced 
communication vehicles. 

 As a board, work with committees and management to: 

 Improve marketing efforts to showcase the amenities of the resort 

 Develop a work force that loves being here 

 Increase sales and rentals 

 Improve lot appearances 

 Support the Social Club to run more events 

 Continue to improve Wi-Fi connections 

 Resolve outstanding issues (e.g. 90 Day Coach Movement, Bylaw Revisions) 

 Pursue the furtherance of the Welcome Centre by developing professional surveys 
and communication devices that continue to educate owners on the advantages of 
the various proposals and then determine the appropriate steps to move forward. 
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 Message from Vice president– Tom Crews TCrews@hhimr.com 

 

PEC 

There have been a high number of new lot sales and what has followed has been a higher than 

usual number of PEAs for site improvements. With each of these site improvements we see an 

overall improvement to the Resort which has continued to transition us from the old original 

development details to a variety of interesting and nicely improved properties. Along with the 

site improvements there have been a number of tree applications and mitigations.  Finally, 

check the members’ website for the current, revised PEC Guidelines. 

  

WELCOME CENTER 

After many years of efforts, thoughts and proposals for a number of potential concepts the 

Committee is preparing an Owner's Survey with a narrative describing the issues and potential 

design solution concepts for a consensus from the Owners. There are many good questions that 

have been brought forward and with an agreed upon path forward we will be able to carry 

forward and develop answers to those questions. This was never intended to be a quick and 

easy process, so be patient and respond to the Survey when we bring it forward. 

Thank you, Tom. TCrews@hhimr.com 
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 Message from Treasurer – Bill Lynn   BLynn@hhimr.com 

After the annual meeting I heard from a few members that they would prefer to receive 

financial information about the Resort (both POA and LLC operations) shown separately in the 

format of columns of numbers rather than in pie chart format which also contained the 

financial numbers.  I have also heard that members wish to receive more detailed financial 

information more frequently. 

As your new Treasurer I made the decision to present the financial information on a combined 

(POA plus LLC) at the annual meeting in the same format as was used in the prior year by the 

prior Treasurer.  Based upon the members input your Board had a work session on Friday April 

29, 2016, and the following financial disclosure changes have been made. 

1) Just as a public stock market listed company issues its financial reports on a quarterly 
basis HHIMR will post its financial information quarterly on the members’ web site. 

2) The posted financial information will consist of the income statement and balance sheet 
of the POA and the income statement and the balance sheet of the LLC. As members 
requested, financial information will be for each operation separately and not 
combined. 

3) Also as requested the financial information will be shown in column format with 
numerical data and not in pie chart format. 

4) The Certified Public Auditor’s year end 2015 financial report has been posted on the 
members’ web site.  First quarter 2016 financial results for both the POA and LLC have 
also been posted. 

 

The Board thanks you for your input and hope these changes will satisfy the request for more 

detailed financial information on a more frequent basis.  Please let the Board know what you 

think about these changes. 

 I also hope that those lot owners who do not participate in the rental program will see the 

financial benefit the rental program provides. The rental revenues received in the LLC are used 

to pay a portion of HHIMR’s operating costs which benefits all owners by reducing the POA 

dues in a like amount. If you are not in the rental program I ask you please consider doing so.  

Remember the rental revenue received is split 50 / 50 between the owner of the lot rented and 

the LLC thus providing owners of rented lots a direct financial benefit. 
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 Message from Secretary – Ed Herbert EHerbert@hhimr.com 

 

Today’s message is from The Marketing Committee which offers an advisory role to the 

operational team at HHIMR as it promotes our Resort to RVers in the US and 

Canada.  Marketing, in the simplest terms, is a tool to reach those RVers with the end result 

being (1) increased rentals at the Resort which then leads to (2) increased site sales.   

  

The Resort has contracted with an ad agency, Bowstern, which provides not only creative but 

digital support for our web site, social media and email blasts.  This year, a major goal of the 

Marketing Committee is the development of metrics for the dollars invested in various 

marketing venues.  The board intends to review those metrics to determine the best 

investments and returns for our Marketing dollars.  The Marketing Committee is very sensitive 

to the limited dollars we have to invest and we must demand the best returns possible; thus 

the metrics to measure the performance of the campaigns, email blasts and other marketing 

outreach.  

  

If you have a question about our Marketing Committee, or an idea you would like to share, 

please send them to me, Ed Herbert, Chair of the Marketing Committee at 

EHerbert@hhimr.com. Thank you! 

  

Ed Herbert 

EHerbert@hhimr.com 

Phone: (423) 930-4050 
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 Message from – Don Beck DBeck@hhimr.com 
 
 
"The Human Resources Committee responsibilities are to improve office procedures and 

policies related to HR; to monitor, respond to personnel/contractual issues as well as issues 

between, staff, owners and guests." 

 The committee has four board members.  Don Beck, Chairman, Kevin Crouse, President, Bill 

Lynn, Treasurer, and Frank Clabaugh, Board Member. 

 We are happy to report there has only been one staff change in the past year.  Manny has 

replaced Mike as head of maintenance and we are hearing many positives about the job he is 

doing.  Suzanne (General Manager) has been taking continuing education classes, Lucinda 

(Finance Director) passed her test to become a RE agent, Alex (Activities/Rallies) has kept 

activities for owners and guests a high priority and has scheduled nine rallies to visit in 

2016.  Becky’s (Front Office Manager) pregnancy keeps moving towards her due date of 

September 20.   We wish her and her husband the best with the birth of their first child.  Steve 

(assistant maintenance) continues to help Manny with ongoing projects around the resort. 

We are working on having a salary study completed for staff using Standard Industrial 

Classification (SIC) for the south eastern region of the US by the end of this year.  We think it 

best to have professionals tell us what salaries should be based on each staff’s job description. 
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Message from – Gerry Fagan GFagan@hhimr.com 
 
                                        
First of all I want to thank all that voted and supported me.  I promise to work hard and look 
out for the best interest of all owners. 
  
One of my board responsibilities is to act as board liaison to the Wi-Fi committee. I’m trying to 
get a handle on the system and trying to understand how it works, I’ll be the first one to tell you 
that I’m not a tech guy, I have basic knowledge and usually it’s just enough to get me in trouble. 
I have had a chance to meet with the engineer for Hargray who is responsible for HHIMR. Here 
is what I have learned and my brief overview of the system as it is now: 
 
Overview: 
 
The Wi-Fi system has dramatically improved over the last 2 years. The first year was a setup 
year and the second year was an adjustment year.  Towers and antennas have been moved, 
tweaked, and adjusted to create the best coverage in the resort.  Each of the towers receives 
their signal wirelessly from a central server located in the clubhouse.  Each tower then 
broadcasts to the closest user, the signal will then bounce to other towers as needed.  
Hargray’s engineer states that the system in its current state is adjusted and is working about as 
well as its going to work. 
 
Challenges: 
 
We are located in a dense forest trying to operate numerous devises from the inside of steel 
coaches.  We are a society whose appetite for Wi-Fi has grown immensely; it’s not uncommon 
for 1 coach to have 2 cell phones, 2 IPads, a laptop, apple TV or Roku device, all of these items 
using data coming from our towers. Over the years the amount of digital use has compounded, 
and as we go forward, will continue to grow. 
 
Hargray’s engineer informed me our system would be much better if older devices running 
802.b were eliminated.  When you log on with a device that uses old technology like Windows 
98 or Windows XP it will slow the system down to accommodate you but it also slows the 
system down for all others that are logged on.  In a perfect world owners would need to 
upgrade their computers and digital devises to match current technology.  Much of the reason 
that we experience slowdowns is that almost 60% of our owners are using old technology.  
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 Realities 

Two years ago when developing the 5 year plan for Wi-Fi and upgrades it was planned by the 

previous board to eventually connect the towers via 100/100 fiber optic cable.  The conduit is 

already in place under the tennis courts and at the clubhouse as planned when doing those two 

renovations.  We can complete the fiber optic cable at a fairly reasonable cost. If we do this it 

will eliminate the towers that get data wirelessly and data speed and reliability will increase 

many times over. The Hargray engineer comments that the technology is here now and much 

of the island is converting, we will need to do it sooner or later.  “Pay me now or pay me later”.  

We pay about $130,000/year or about $27/owner/month for cable and internet service, (At my 

home in NH my monthly cost for cable TV and internet service is over $150.) 

As I travel and I talk to other RVers I have found it rare to find better WI-FI service than ours. 

When you do find service that is somewhat acceptable parks often put restrictions or extra 

charges on large amounts of digital use.   

I will try to keep you informed as I learn more and as improvements are made. Feel free to 

contact me with any questions or concerns.  

Gerry Fagan 

If you have a question or a concern about our WI-FI Committee, or an idea you would like to 

share, please feel free to contact me, Gerry Fagan, site 54, board liaison to the WI-FI committee 

at GFagan@HHIMR.com  or 603-387-1855 

Thank you!  
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  Message from – Frank Clabaugh FClabaugh@hhimr.com 

The Board of Directors, in conjunction with members of management and input from you, the 

POA Members, is again addressing the so-called 90 Day Rule. The recorded Covenants for the 

HHIMR state that motor coaches must be moved every 90 days. 

When Beaufort County approved the Motor Coach Resort it did so with the provision it not 

become just a "trailer park" or a place of permanent residency and that in the event of a 

hurricane evacuation that all motor coaches be capable of evacuating the island. 

Since the recorded covenants are non-modifiable the Board is addressing how to enforce the 

covenant in an even-handed manner that is fair to all concerned. 

Under consideration is: 

 Whether the 90 day rule can, or should be, extended for "good cause"; 
 How long an extension can be granted (10 or 15 days); 
 Does a request for an extension have to be in writing or can it be by e-mail; 
 Would an owner have to provide a specific reason for seeking an extension or should an 

owner merely have to ask for the extension without having to give a reason; 
 Should fines be imposed for violation of the 90 day covenant; 
 If fines are to be imposed how much should the fine be; 
 What further action should be taken to ensure that the covenant is not violated if the 

coach is not removed after a reasonable time? 

  

Based upon data provided by management the 90 day rule is at most an acceptable 

inconvenience with more than 90% of owners complying with the covenant.  Be that as it may, 

it is an issue for some owners. 

 The Board represents you so we therefore solicit your input and welcome your comments and 

suggestions. Please send them to me at the following e-mail address: FClabaugh@hhimr.com 

 Respectfully Submitted, 

  

Frank Clabaugh HHIMR Board of Director 
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Committee Chairpersons Members Staff/contractor 
Marketing  Ed Herbert* Don Beck* 

Marianne Riddile 
Lucinda DeSantis 
Tom Derzypolski 

Communications Gerry Fagan* Ed Herbert* 
Kevin Crouse* 
Janet Kierdorf 

Suzanne Bishop 
Lucinda DeSantis 

Human Resources Don Beck* Kevin Crouse* 
Bill Lynn* 
Frank Clabaugh* 

 

PEC Jim McNeil Tom Crews* 
Paul Anderson 
Gary Burgess 
Jim Curtin 
Bob Emmott 
Russ Knisley 
Bob Lowman 

Becky Wells 

Finance Planning Bill Lynn* Gerry Fagan* 
Kevin Crouse* 
Jim McNeil 

Lucinda DeSantis 

Elections Don Beck* Marianne Riddile Suzanne Bishop 
Bob Coon, Consulting 
Attorney 

Executive Kevin Crouse* 
Tom Crews* 
Bill Lynn* 
Ed Herbert* 

  

Welcome Center Tom Crews* Kevin Crouse* 
Don Beck* 
Jim McNeil 
 

Suzanne Bishop 
Lucinda DeSantis 

Wi-Fi Jim McNeil Gerry Fagan* 
Paul Anderson 
Mel Riddile 
Dan Meier 

Lucinda DeSantis 

Social Club Maggie Collins Charlie Kendrick 
Mollie Kendrick  
Marilyn Barksdale 
Kevin Crouse* 

Alex Skevington 

By-laws Mary Copley Bill Lynn* 
Charlie Kendrick 
Cindy Mackie 

Suzanne Bishop 
Bob Coon, Consulting 
Attorney 
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Directors Newsletter Editor – Gerry Fagan  GFagan@HHIMR.com   
   Assistant Editor – Janet Kierdorf  janet.kierdorf@rogers.com    
 

Please feel free to contact us with any comments or suggestions for our Directors Newsletter 
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